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Inkwell

The Award-Winning Voice of Arms trong Atlantic State University

Week of October 13, 2005

AASU Gardens Captivate Middle
School Students

Preparation For a
Hurricane is Vital
to Ensure Safety

Students from Charles
Ellis Middle School
learn about Botany and
Earth Science

Aja Lively
Staff Writer

Robin Black
Staff Writer
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Anyone around Jenkins
Hall on Sept. 30 may have
noticed a group of middle
school children staring at
TRfe. .
the gardens.
There were 26 students,
M's
all sixth, seventh and •
ka-35M
eighth graders, from the
Charles Ellis Middle School
mf-m
t
SEARCH class descended
4
X
•
;
"
'
on AASU to learn about
Botany and Earth Science.
^SSSKSr-r- 4*:jg.. X
AAbu s gardens amaze Charles Ellis middle school students.
The visit is part of
a year-long project in
which the Montessori
visit to the Primitive, Fern, historical background,
school is focusing on
Camilla, Ginger, White and family or genus type or by
the study of nature and
geographical location.
International Gardens.
the environment. Philip
Mr.Schretter
Barbara Grimm, SEARCH
Schretter,grounds
demonstrated how AASU teacher for Charles Ellis, s
superintendent for AASU,
develops plant collections
conducted the tour for the
through different groupings.
students who came armed
Each garden is formulated Gardens...
with questions.
differently with its own
The tour consisted of a
unique style, whether by Continued on page 2
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Downs showed
ictures of children who
ave suffered through
child abuse and the
physical damage it can do
to a child.
"This lecture has really
showed me how to assess
child abuse signs and
symptoms; this will really
help me to know what to
look for when I.go into the
field and begin my career,"
said senior nursing student,
Lakeisha Shilo.
Downs showed the
students how shaking a
child is much more intense
than most think and that
abusers often shake and
even hit children's heads on

TheArmstrongAssociation
of Nursing Students (AANS)
hosted a lecture on the signs
of child abuse on Wed, Oct.
3, 2005.
Dr . Jamie Downs, a
medical examiner from
the Georgia Bureau of
Investigation was the
speaker on hand to talk to
the nursing students about
looking for the signs of child
abuse.
Over 50 students were
present for the lecture.
According to Downs,
nurses are often the ones
who willsee the children and
their injuries and should be
able to detect if they are child Nursing...
abuse related injuries.
Continued on page 4

Alpha Kappa Alpha
(AKA) hosted a Hurricane
Preparation Session on
Wed, Oct. 5, 2005.
Students, faculty, staff
and local residents all
turned out for the event in
University Hall Room 156.
Chatham EmergencyMan
agement Agency (CEMA)
representative, Misty Bethune was the speaker.
Crystal Johnson, pro
gram director for Alpha
Kappa Alpha, organized
the lecture. Johnson said
that she felt the lecture
was necessary due to re
cent events in Louisiana
and that students should
be prepared.
"Hurricanes are violent
areas of low pressure
forming in the tropical At
lantic Ocean from June to
November" Bethune said. Hurrricane...
The most active month Continued on page 4

PIKE Now Official

Nursing Students Learn
Signs of Child Abuse
Chris Nowicki
News Editor

during hurricane season is
September. Bethune talked
about the possibility of the
hurricane season being ex
tended to December due to
the high activity predicted
for this and future hurri
cane seasons.
There are five different
categories for a hurricane
based on the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Scale. Any
hurricane with winds from
74-95 mph is a category 1
storm; 96-110 mph is cat
egory 2; 111-130 mph is
category 3, and 131-155 mph
is category4. Any hurricane
that has winds above 155
mph is a category 5 storm.
The categories of storms
are important because they
determine how severe the
storm surge will be. The
storm surge posesthe great-

Chris Nowicki
News Editor

The new Armstrong
Atlantic State University
colony of Pi Kappa Alpha
Fraternity (PIKE) officially
began at "Meet the PIKE's"
on Thu , Oct 6, 2005.
New colony members,
PIKE alumni, administra
tors, faculty and staff, mem
bers of Alpha SigmaTau and
members of Tri Sigma were
all on hand for the event.
The event took place in the
University Dining Room.
Ben Boden and J.R.
Parsons have been visiting
AASU for almost a month
now working to get the AASU
colony of PIKE started.
Boden thanked members
of the AASU community for
working with them over the

The New AASU PIKE colony.

past month in givingrecom of the Armstrong State Col
mendations for PIKE mem lege Greek Life back in the
bers and making them feel 1970s. However, several
welcome at AASU. The event years ago, PIKE, along with
was full of Armstrong State the other national fraterniCollege PIKE alumni getting
together again and meeting
the new AASU colony of PIKE...
PIKE. PIKE was a member Continued on page 2

Nanoparticles Come to AASU

Warm Up with Christina
Flores
Joshua Smith from the University of Flori-1 Junior Christina Flores says she enjoys
da visited AASU to discuss his research on j the perks that come with being an
"Silica Based" nanoparticles.
I athlete at AASU.
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Ballet with a Bite
Ballet is no longer a stuffy art
form.William Starett's ballet version
of "Dracula" comes to Savannah.
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Campus News
Armstrong Atlantic State University
Calendar of Events
13

14

15

6:00p.m. - 8:00p.m.
Adults Back To College-ABC Informative Session
Senior Citizen Center, 3025 Bull St reet, Savannah, GA
7:00p.m. - 9:00p.m.
AASU Volleyball at Barry
2:00p.m. - 4:00p.m.
Miller Analogies Test, MAT
7:00p.m. - 9:00p.m.
AASU Volleyball vs. Florida Tech (@ Brevard CC)

16
17

. • /I II: I

4:00p.m. - 5:30p.m.
AASU Chamber
7:00p.m. - 9:00p.m.
AASU Volleyball at Tampa
Opus Cuatro Concert
Location: Fine Arts Auditorium

SGA Decided Donation Recipients
Sally Six
Staff Writer

The money raised at the kickoff
event for "AASU: Give for the Gulf'
was a topic of debate during the
weekly Student Government As
sociation meeting held on Sept. 3,
2005.
Senators and the Executive Board
voted on and discussed various op
tions.
Vice President Tiffany Dodgen
introduced the idea of sending the
money to the Moor Community
House in Mississippi. The Moore
Community House is an establish
ment that works with low-income
families in the East Biloxi area.
They serve by running an Early
Head-Start program, a preschool
program, and by offering family
counseling.
In the wake of the hurricane
destruction, Moore Community
House has decided to aid in hur
ricane recovery. Both the Moore
Community House's facilities, as
well as the surrounding neighbor
hood received major damage. They
are accepting monetary donations
for help in rebuilding.
SGA discussed whether or not to
send their money to Moore Commu
nity House, and how much money to
send. Some senators wanted to send
the total amount of money raised,
which was $1720.97. Other senators
wanted to reimburse the SGA Fund
for the cost of the bracelets and send
the remaining balance to the Moore
. Community House.
After some discussion, Senators
voted down the motion to reimburse
the money spent on the bracelets

Hurricane...
Continued from page l
est threat to Chatham County due
to the low lying geography. In the
event of a category 5 storm surge ail
of Chatham County will be underwa
ter. However, unlike New Orleans,
the water would eventually go back
out to sea.
There are several other threats
caused by hurricanes. Wind and rain
can cause power outages, flooding
and damage or destroy structures
easily. If a hurricane were to hit the
industrial areas of Port Wentworth
and the Georgia Port Authority,
there would be a risk of industrial
spills and hazardous materials. Fires
could easily be started by gas leaks
and broken gas lines. Because of the
mix of high and low pressure areas,
the threat of tornadoes also increas
es in the event of a hurricane.
"Being prepared for a hurricane
is the only way to effectively insure
safety," Bethune said.
According to Bethune there are
three important things that should
be prepared ahead of time in case of
an emergency:
A communications plan:
Choose an out of state family mem
ber to call in order to relay informa
tion to other family members about
routes and future locations.
Survival Kit/ Needed Supplies:
flashlight, non-perishable food,

clothes, extra pair of shoes, batter
ies, battery operated radio, weather
from the SGA Fund. They then radio, an extra pair of glasses if
passed the motion to send the total needed and pet supplies.
Evacuation Plan: Buy a state map
money raised by SGA and CUB to
to
put with the survival kit to locate
the Moore Community House,
During the meeting, Senators in
charge of handling Student Hous
ing Issues presented the information located on the second floor of the
received at their meeting with Mr. library will be available as student
Corey Reed. Senators Sarah Jakway, study rooms. In 2008, the construc
Laiken Williams and Tiffany Nesbit, tion of a cafe will begin. This will ex
along with Treasurer Erik Reid, are ist as an expansion of the library.
Studio A, located inside the lunch
in charge of this objective. They were
informed of some improvements room, may also undergo changes in
the near future. Possible uses for
coming in the future.
The Apache entrance to University the studio are a copying and print
Crossings-and University Terrace ing station, a post office, a student
will be closed off. However, between lounge, convenience store or a com
Thanksgiving and Christmas break, bination of some of the five.
The possibility of obtaining the
the road between University Cross
front
part of the bookstore as a stu
ing and Terrance will be paved and
cleared. Some parking spaces will dent center also arose during the
also be made at University Terrace. meeting. Using only the front sec
New Construction will begin at Uni tion would leave the book storage
versity Terrace in April. Buildings area open for another use. Such a
will be constructed to where each change will only occur if the book
apartment will have four rooms and store relocates.
Mr. A1 Harris mentioned some
four individual baths. This will add
a total of 96 more rooms that will be concerns dealing with on campus
lease options. Most likely, six-month
available to Armstrong Students.
When dealing with Compass leases will never become available.
Point, Senators found out that the However, a 10-month lease is in the
facility will eventually wrap around works for those students who want
to University Terrace as Armstrong to live at home during the summer
grows. Mr. Reed was not aware of break. University Housing also plans
the power outages at Compass Point, work with those seniors who gradu
but he told senators that he would ate in the fall to find people to take
over their leases.
look into the problem.
Information was also discussed
President Phillip Pope passed on
about the construction of on-campus an announcement from University
student gathering spaces. Senators Vice President Edward Thompson
found out about possibilities as well urging students to carpool due to
as future construction projects.
e affect of the past hurricanes on
After the library renovation fuel.
is complete, three or four rooms

fastest or easiest evacuation route
incase a previous evacuation route
is unavailable. Note that back roads
tend to be faster if safe to travel.
Highways 80 and 21 are available
for evacuation.
She also strongly recommended
that all prescriptions be refilled
early if possible, any important pa
per work should be sealed inplastic,
and if possible purchase renter's or
home owner's insurance. Having in
surance will save much needed time
and reduce stress in the rebuilding
of the community.
For those who are unable to
evacuate due to lack of transporta
tion or funds, Chatham Area Tran
sit buses will stop at regular bus
stops and transport evacueesto the
Civic Center for further transporta
tion out of Chatham County. Local
hospital and nursing homes will
evacuate during voluntary evacua
tions unless patients are unable to
be evacuated.
If an evacuation has been issued
there are a few other precautions
that should be taken. Board up
windows and bring in all outside
furniture. Take pictures of hom e
and property for insurance pur
poses. Check surrounding areas
for tornado and flood watches and
warnings for speedy evacuation.
Sterilize bathtubs and fill them with
water for use later. However, do not
turn off gas unless told to do so.
Bethune said that it is only a mat
ter of time before a hurricane hits
this area. This halt in hurricane
activity could change at anytime
because hurricanes are very unpre
dictable. If the threat of a hurricane
is looming close by,be prepared and
be alert.

Pike...

Continued from page 1
ties and sororities, left the AASU
campus.
The new PIKE is now the larg
est fraternity on campus with 50
members.
Dr. Joe Buck, the Vice President
of Student Affairs was the guest
speaker for the ceremony. Buck
praised the efforts of Boden and
Parsons for their efforts in reform
ing a PIKE colony at AASU. In his
speech, he left the new colony
member's four words as theybegin
to operate their new organization;
Pride, Integrity, Knowledge and
Energy, spelling out PIKE. "Now
is the time to be committed and
have the energy to go out and cre
ate and form a foundation of who
you are and who you are going to
be," Buck said.
,
Members of the new PIKE colony
were introduced, and Boden high
lighted many of the organizations
of which members of PIKE w ere
a part, highlighting the type
members that were represented in
AASU's colony of PIKE.
In closing of the ceremony,Boden
concluded with, "We now have a
fully functioning brand new fra
ternity."

Campus News
Nanoparticles Come to Armstrong
Jessica Rice
Staff Writer
3

Joshua Smith from
I
the University of Florida
£
visited Armstrong Atlan
6
tic State University on
s*
•22£
Oct. 5 to discuss his re
3
search on "Silica Based"
nanoparticles for biologi
cal applications.
His discussion in
cluded
background
information,- research,
design and applications
for nanoparticles.
Smith is a graduate
student at the University
of Florida and a part of
the Tan research group.
This group has be one of
the international leaders
in nanoparticle applica Dr. Smith lecturesabout nanoparticles.
tions and research.
food poisoning or disease quickly.
A nanoparticle is ap
proximately 100 nanometers (nm) These particles are also useful in
in diameter or smaller; one nm is combating biological warfare.
Smith encouraged students to
one-billionth of a meter. There
are two ways of making nanopar continue with their education and
ticles. The first and most complex attend graduate school. "You d on't
way is through micro-emulsion, necessarily have to Einstein or a
which creates 'more unified stable rocket scientist to do this type of
nanoparticles but can take up to 48 research," Smith said.
Smith received his undergradu
hours. Through stober synthesis, the
nanoparticles areless organized, but ate degree at Clarren University in
the process only takes two hours or Pennsylvania. He has done joint
research on micro-array detection
less.
Nanoparticles are now being used with the United States Navy in
in bacterial cell recognition and DNA Washington D.C.
collection and can be used to detect

a

Armstrong Police Report:
September 2005
Rico Lyons
Staff Writer

During the month of September,
there are have been few reported
crimes on Armstrong's campus.
However, most of the crimes
were theft. At this moment, there
have been no confirmations on the
whereabouts of the stolen goods or
any actions taken upon suspects.
Drugs: Police responded to a call
reporting possible drug posses
sion on Sept. 9. When the officer
arrived to the apartment complex,
he smelled marijuana through the
apartment's vent. Upon searching
the apartment, the officer found
less than an ounce of marijuana.
There was no comment on the sta
tus of the residents.
Criminal damage: An officer was
dispatched to Parking Lot One on
the evening of Sept. 13 in response
to a property damage call. The vic
tim's car was keyed that evening. A
scratch went across the full length
of the passenger side front door.
On Sept. 28 at 4:00 a.m., an offi
cer was dispatched to Burnett Hall.
Upon arrival, the officer noticed a
broken window. However, only the
outer window was broken and the

office with the window appeared
undisturbed.
Theft: On Sept. 15, a student's bi
cycle was stolen outside the Aquatic
Center. The victim stated that she
left the bicycle on the side of the
center at 8:00 p.m.; when she left
at 8:30 p.m., she noticed her bike
was missing and called campus
security.
On Sept. 8, another student's
bicycle was taken from outside
University Terrace. The student
told police she remembered seeing
her bike in the morning, but that
evening, her purple Schwinn was
gone.
Another student had her ATM
card stolen from her wallet in
Ashmore Hall on Sept. 13. The
victim was unaware the card had
been taken until the next day when
she noticed several gas charges on
her statement. The bank has since
cancelled the card.
Campus police received a phone
call on Sept. 29 about a cell phone
theft at Ken & Candi's BBQ. The
victim left her phone in the restroom at the restaurant. When she
returned twenty minutes later to
retrieve it, the phone was missing.

3

Career Makeover:
Phase II
Asleigh Johnson
Staff Writer

Myers hopes in establishing this
program were that the students
A week after the first Career
would utilize the services they
Makeover day, Career Services held
offer, enhancing professional
a sequel.
personification. This enhancement,
In Phase II of the makeover,
in turn, would put students in
students hadthe opportunity to have
the spotlight with all of the top
their resumes critiqued.
graduates of other high-ranking
Barbara Myers, Director ofCareer
universities in the nation.
Services, utilized her excessive
"Everyone can use some help,
knowledge of resumes to help
whether theyare graduating seniors,
students understand howto createa
or students who have dropped out.
professional and outstandingresume
The purpose of this program was
so that theycan in turnland thejob of
to help students become better
their dreams. The program targeted
prepared and more comfortable
students of every social status and
when dealing with writing their
eveiy walk of life, and Myers hopes
resumes," said Myers.
students took away the knowledge
Students said they walked away
they need to be successful in their
from the experience with a better
business careers.
understanding of what constitutes
"The resume is what speaks to the
a professional and commendable
employer, therefore it is extremely
resume, as well as a resume that
important thatstudents learn howto
exemplifies their achievements.
convey their skills and talents within
their resumes," said Myers.

The Armstrong Atlantic
College Republicans
will host
U.S. 2006 GOP
Congressional Candidate
Max Burns
on Friday, October 14th
@ 12:00 p.m. in
University Hall Room 157
Lunch will be provided at no cost for all attendees.

For more information, contact
Regina Kill at
ReginaKill@aasugop.com.

Campus News

DQuest

EASE Helps Minority Students
Connect to Resources at AASU

University BSU.
and enhanced connections
Not only did the members j Kelley Sanders
to the institution's faculty
of Arm strong's BSU attend ) Staff Writer
Hundredsofcollegestudents conference weekend, but j
and facilities.
from across Georgia kicked they also served as volunteers [
Friends, food and fellow
"The purpose of EASE is
off a new school year with during the hectic time of ship were not the onlythings
to connect the students to
worship, instruction and Friday night registration. that could be found at the
the resources of AASU," Dr.
fellowship at Jekyll Island DQuest consisted of the last AASU EASE meeting.
Michael Snowden, Director
Sept. 23-25.
Forty plus AASU m inor
following activities: worship,
of Minority Affairs said.
The fall conference was small groups wherestudents ity students that are apart
Students who are apart
designed for students were placed together of th e "Early Support Alert
of EASE are involved in a
to have a great time, for randomly to talk about their Environment" or EASE.
lunch lecture series that
students and collegiate DQuest experience, summer
The EASE program is
discusses topics such as
ministers from the Baptist missionaries were recognized designed to help students
college preparations, stress
Student Union (BSU) to get and church/campus alters | get what they need out of
management and health
to know each other better were held.
the college experience. It
care. EASE students have
and for the organization to
Beam said that his best) is a mentoring program
the option of using the
bring into focus some clear memory of the trip was j that helps meet the needs
committed staff of men
direction for the coming during campus alters, | of ethnic minority students
tors that are a part of EASE
year.
hearing how the weekend j
before they determine what
"This year at fall conference had affected their lives and j
course of action they should
we talked aboutsubmission. seeing the unity within the
No matter who you are group.
or where you are in life,
According to Beam, DQuest j
everyone submits to was an encouraging time j
someone or something; for all. "Fall conference is j Leslie Moses
why not submit to the where all GA BSUs gather j Staff Writer
creator," student Katy Kelly to worship and learn about |
said. This year the focus God together [we] receive j
Savannah Morning
was Discipleship Quest a spiritual challenge to take j
News
columnist and lead
(DQuest). The worship back to the campus for the [
health reporter Anne
leader was Dave Pinkner year," said Beam.
and Dave Hunt led the
The BSU meets each ) Hart revealed the perks
music.
Wednesday at noon at j and quirks of journalism
"Fall conference is where the BSU Center, between | to Dr. David Taylor's
all Georgia BSUs gather to Armstrong Center and the j communication class on
Thu, Sept. 29.
worship and learn about
Fine Arts Building.
grew up wanting
God together... [we] receive
For those whowould like to i to Hart
write and although she
a spiritual challenge to take know more about how to get j
back to the campus for the involved Armstrong's BSU, was somewhat hesitant to
year," said Josh Beam, the contact Campus Minister write for the paper, she
current President of the Marty Youngblood at 912- loves her job and says
there is something special
Armstrong Atlantic State 925-5863.
about journalists with
their notepads that makes
people
willing to reveal
getting
abused
herself,"
|
Nursing...
Downs said.
more than usual.
Anne Hart, Savannah Morning News
Continued from page 1 Downs expressed the j
Hart enjoys her Health columnist answers students's
importance of nurses ) journalistic privilege of
surfaces to get them quiet.
He also told how most of in detecting child abuse j being be a voice for those questions.
Reporting, at times, involves
the timemales are mostlikely because they actually see j who otherwise would not be
writingroutinepieces.Aslead
the perpetrator because the iniurvand seethe family | heard.
males are less involved in members and possiblyeven |
She also cherishes the health reporter, Hart writes
children's lives, so c hildren the perpetrator and told j writer's perk of having very regularly onprescription and
healthcare woes but aims
are less likely to recognize them to be sure to write I little public speaking.
for
fresh angle by relating
down everything they see j
who the maleis.
But Hart, "a true the afacts
to new trends or
"In many cases it is the and what the familysays.
"Child abuse is currently | wordsmith" according to
woman's boyfriend who is
reventions.
She tries to tell
working outside her
abusing the child and the one of the leading causes of j Taylor,
er
readers
something
they
woman knows it is going death among children, and J normal workspace of crafting didn't already know.
on, but she will no t report we want to stop children j written words, set this perk
It is the routine stories,
it because she is scared of from getting abused," said j aside to speak directly to she said, that seem be of
students on whatjournalism
Downs.
high interest and receive
is in reality.
high reader response.
She
said
there
is
often
a
their cousin plants that
Beyond routine, reporting
Gardens...
sense that there are more
grow in other parts of th e
may
mean stepping on toes.
Continued from page 1 world," said student Amelia stories than time.
The
reward
comes when the
Concerning the inevitable
upset
toes
take
the reported
said the planis for students to Joyner.
deadline—Hart has over 20
Other students enjoyed
facts
and
make
much need
take back what they learned
a month—Hart recommends
changes,
as
was
the
case for
and apply it to the garden at nature's benefits that come
budgeting time to finish
with the gardens.
a
hospital
that
Hart
reported
the Montessori.
stories during work hours.
"The Primitive Garden was
"The lecture was like gravy;
She now avoids senseless on.
my
favorite.
I
really
like
to
it was extra teaching that was
Sometimes even careful
all-nighters after staying
solid. For me Mr. Schretter see how the butterflieswere
diligence
fact reporting
up 48-hours to work on a
made one week of lessons attracted to the different
results
in
unforgiving
report that turned out less
come alive in one hour," said plants, too," said student
mistakes
where,
in Hart's
than perfect.
Caleb DeLorme.
Grimm.
case, deleting a carefully
Sometimes,
extended
hou
rs
Ms. Grimm recommends
"The Primitive Garden is
are necessary. Because her researched and doublethe
tour to anyone who is
really cool. I also really like
Saturday column is "not checked phone number lead
the International Garden interested in theme based
really part of [her] job," to lawsuit threats.
and it is very interesting to gardens. "The gardens
Concerning journalists'
Hart works on it at home at
see the different plants from nave an interesting array
quirks,
Hart says that
night.
around the world and to see of different kind of plants,"
said Grimm.

Ariel Albritton
Staff Writer

follow to plan for their next
semester of success.
"It is not a only a place
to come to see familiar
faces it is also encourag
ing to ethics and a great
place to connect and help
each other out,"said AASU
sophomore Will Sherow.
EASE began at AASU
in 1998 and membership
continues to grow. EASE
meetings are held twice
a month, and if you are
interested in joining, ap
plications can be picked
up in the Student Affairs
office in the MCC Bu ild
ing Room 211.

A HARTy Scoop of Real-life Journalism

E

while shy observant
introverts
don't
make for a very
lively party, they do
make great writers.
Being observant
ly noticing colors or the
specifics of th e mug
on the interviewee's
desk—is crucial.
These qualities,

coupled with adesire
to work hard, are
Hart's suggestions of
a good journalist.
Hart's Interview
tips:
Learn from a pro
who has conducted
countless interviews in
her successful career:
• Don't rely on the taperecorder so much that you
neglect todetail your hand
written notes
• Call back your source to
double check accuracy
• If interviewee is hesitant
to have you to quote
what they have just
said, encourage them by
explaining their word's
worth. Say, "But this is a
really good, detail..."
• Use humor when
introducing the tape
recorder: "Now you know
all you sayis being officially
recorded for the high
court..."
•Rememberthat everything
said during the interview is
on the record. (Hart does
discern however between
those interviewed—while
she might allow a crime
victim a pre-read of her
final article, a pubic
official accountable to the
pubic won't get the same
courtesy).

Sports

Warm Up with Christina Flores
Mary Culp
Sports Editor

Junior Christina Flores says
she enjoys the perks that come with
being an athlete at AASU.
The 20-year-old left her
hometown Addison, 111. to join
the Pirates' volleyball squad as a
froshman in 2003 and has "been
back home to Chicago twice,
New York City, San Antonio, and
Nebraska. Last summer we went to
China," Flores said.
Flores also enjoys being an
athlete, because she gets first pick
for classes, and has a lot of friends
on the team. "All the athletes know
each other, and we all hang out, so Christina Flores
when you come in as a freshman
you kin d of come into a group of take an approach, and I hit awet spot
friends and don't have to stress on the floorand fell flat on myface. I
about meeting new people".
mean I was ready to hit the crap out
Flores's personal, pre-game of this ball,and I took a bigapproach
ritual is picking up a Gatorade and wiped out," Flores said.
from Parkers on the way to the
When Flores is not playing
gym. Before the game, the team volleyball, you might find her
talks about strategies against the watching "Desperate Housewives"
opposing team; they say a prayer, or "Friends," but her favorite TV
and then "wedo some sort of cheer/ show is "Laguna Beach."
dance to pump us up", said Flores.
"I love all that high school drama.
"That's my favorite part because It's so funny to me," she said. She
that's when we all get crazy and also enjoys laying out by the pool,
really excited to play".
but for the "majority of the time
Flores' most embarrassing I'm hanging out with my awesome
moment "happened at one of out boyfriend, David," said Flores.
home games last year. A lot of When not in season, she works
people were at the game, and my at Southbridge golf course. Flores
parents were even watching on is majoring in Speech Language
the computer. The floor was really Pathology, and plans to work in an
slippery from everybody diving elementary school once she gets her
around. I got set, and I went to go Masters.

AASU Takes Three of Four
ITA Region Titles
Chad Jackson
Special to the Inkwell

Newcomer Iuliia Stupak bested
top-seed and teammate Luisa
Cowper to capture the women's
singles championship in the 2005
ITA Mid-Atlantic Tennis Regional,
while the AASU men's doubles team
of Robert Jendelund and Taavo
Roos defeated Brent Ching and
Brandon Simmons of Barton for
the region men's doubles title.
Stupak knocked off Cowper, 6-2,

7-6 (6), to advance to the ITA Small
College National Championships.
The adversaries came back to de
feat teammates Manuela Emmrich
and Caroline Grage for the doubles
title, 8-4. .
Jendelund and Roos knocked off
Ching and Simmons, 8-4, for thetitle
- the second straight for Jendelund,
who teamed with Dale White to win
the 2004 ITA Regional.
The ITA Small College National
Championships will take place Oct.
13-16 in Fort Myers, Fla.

Workman Leads AFLAC/Cougar
Invitational; Pirates 2nd
Chad Jackson
Special to the Inkwell

Froshman Andrew Workman
fired r ounds of 69 and 65 to take
a one-stroke lead at the AFLAC/
Cougar Invitational on Monday af
ternoon, helping the No. 4-ranked
Pirates to second place after two
rounds.
Workman leads USC Aiken's
Scott Brown by one stroke at the
par-71, 6515-yard Country Club
of Columbus, while USC Aiken

leads the Pirates by 12 strokes after
shooting a six-under-par 562 total
on Monday. AASU shot rounds of
290 and 284 and is six over par
with a 574 total.
Senior Tripp Coggins fired rounds
of 74 and 72 for a four-over-par
146 total, tied with freshman Chris
Wolfe, who shot rounds of 72 and 74
- each are tied for 23rd individually.
Wills Smith shot rounds of 78 and
73 for a two-day total of 151, ty ing
for 49th, while junior Matt Morris
fired rounds of 7 5 and 77 and fin-

Do you love to write? Do
you want tjjjpt paid? Get
paid to write!

The Inkwell if currently
hiring vpriters
Contact the Inkwell for
more information at
ul.armstrong.edu

Women's Soccer: AASU 4, Erskine 2
Mary Culp
Sports Editor

Armstrong Atlantic Froshman
Shana Neves tallied the most goals
leading to a 4-2 win in the Tues,
Oct. 4 soccer game against visiting
Erskine College.
Neve put the first goal on the
board with a rebound goal in the
10th minute, followed by freshman
Lyndsi Stricklen's for a 2-0 lead.
Erskine's Aisha Reid scored on
a second attempt making it 2-1 at

the half.
The Flying Fleet tied the game
with a shot from Jodie Locke in the
52nd minute. Neves made a second
goal assisted by Stricklen just two
minutes later, putting the Pirates
back on top.
Pirate Donna Cheyne added the
final goal in the 67th minute.
Sophomore Emily Latner said,
"We were still recovering from the
game Saturday, so it was a hard
fought game."

Pirates Close Strong, Finish 2nd
At AFLAC/Cougar Invitational
Chad Jackson
Special to the Inkwell

Trailing USC Aiken by sixteen
strokes with six holes to play, the
No. 4-ranked Armstrong Atlantic
men's golf team put together a
valiant charge, falling just two
strokes shy of t he Pacers in the
final round of the AFLAC/Cougar
Invitational on Tuesday afternoon
in Columbus.
The Pirates sat at 14-over-par,
tied for fourth and seemingly out
of contention, but a furious rally
led by senior All-America Tripp
Coggins and froshman Wills Smith
almost brought the Pirates all the
way back. Coggins p layed the fi
nal six holes at five-under-par en
route to a three-under-par 68 on
the day, while Smith birdied four
of his six final holes en route to

a two-under-par 69. They helped
AASU card the day's best round of
287 and finish the tournament at
861, just two shots shy of the Pacers
(859) and seven strokes in front of
Pfeiffer (969).
Froshman Andrew Workman,
the tournament's individual leader
after the first two rounds, carded a
79 on Tuesday, but stillfinished the
tournament tied forsecond individ
ually with an even-par 213. Coggins
finished tied for fourth with a oneover-par 214 total, while Smith and
Chris Wolfe (74) each finished tied
for 22nd with seven-over-par 220
totals. Junior Matt Morris (76) fin
ished tied for 54th with a 228 tot
al.
AASU plays its final tournament of
the fall season on Oct. 22-24 in
the UNICCO/Nova Southeastern
Invitational.
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College Volleyball: AASU 3,
Lander 1
courtesy of Lander Sports Information

The Armstrong Atlantic State
University volleyball team remained
undefeated in Peach Belt Conference
action Fri, Oct. 7 when the Pirates
defeated Lander, 3-1, in Home
Arena.
Game scores were: 28-30, 30-16,
30-14- 30-20.
Armstrong Atlantic improved to
14-7 overall and 5-0 in the PBC,
while Lander fell to 6-14, 0-6.
AASU's Trad Knuth and Adriana
Miller both recorded doubledoubles to lead the Lady Pirates.

Knuth totaled 17 kills and 18 digs,
while Miller had 10 killsand 19digs.
Rindy Vidovichadded 12 kills,while
Stacy Yates and Magaret Thornton
had 32 and 19 assists respectively.
Christina Flores (15digs) and Stacia
McCoy (10 digs) also contributed to
AASU's defensive effort. _
Lander was led by Kerr! Sorensen
with 9 kills and 14 digs, and Kay
Stewart had 8 kills, 2 service aces,
and 6 digs. Carly Pleefaa led the
Bearcats in assists with 15, while
Sara Semi had a team-high 20 digs.
Melissa Trippany had 11 digs.

Hitting the Road with AASU's
Volleyballwin Squad
that ^ening against Lander, Knuth

Velissa Robinson
Staff Writer

said, "We better! That game shouldn't
be too tough."
The Pirates' toughest match of the
Armstrong Atlantic's volleyball team
season
is Saturday's game against USC
left midday on Fri, Oct. 7, 2005 for a
Upstate.
Both teams are undefeated.
two-game weekend in South Carolina,
Commenting
on the match, head coach
where they played a Friday night game
Alan
Segal
said,
"Playingtheir verybest
against Lander and agame against USC
is key."
Upstate on Saturday afternoon.
The team spoke of their camaraderie
Junior Tracy Knuth spoke of the
vigorous practices the team endures. on and off the court and the difficulty
"We h ave three hour practices every of losing a player. Ranay Dato, the sole
day," Knuth said. The team has been senior on the squad, said, "It's ne ver
practicing since early August, and feels going to be like this again. You know,
playing in front of my family, hanging
prepared for the weekend games.
When asked ifthe Pirates weregoing to out with my girls."

Pirates Pull Out Five Game Thriller
Over Spartans
courtesy of USC Upstate Sports
Stacey Yates chi
in with 15.
Information

USC Upstate took a 2-0 lead in
aretes but could not hold on as
mstrong Atlantic State rallied to
take the 3-2 victory on Sat, Oct. 8 at
the G.B. Hodge Center.
Game scores were 30-26, 30-28,
26-30, 20-30, and 9-15.
Tree loss put the Spartans at 158 overall and 4-2 inside PBC play.
AASU moved t o 15-8 overall and a
perfect 6-0 record in the league.
Rindy V idovich led the Pirates
offensively with 16 kills. Stacy Yates
led in assists with 35 followed by
Margaret Thorton with. 19. Thorton
led AASU in digs with 19, while

Lauren Good tallied six blocks to
lead the Pirates as well, who now
opens up a two-game lead in the
PBC standings.
Lindsey Graueled the Spartans and
all players In kills with 21. Mandy
Rupert followed with 16, while
Lauren Mrowczynski chipped in
with 12. Shannon Pallardy led
USC Upstate in the assist category
with 51 while Brittany Harrypaced the defense with' 24 digs
on the afternoon. Kristen Kunz
contributed with 14 digs while Erin
Hagemann followed with 13. Graue
and Mrowczynski led the Spartans
in blocks with three solo blocks a
piece.

" L a w F r o m a L a w m a k e r ' s P e r s p e ct i v e '
G A H o u s e Rep. A n n Pur c e i l
T h u r s d a y , O c t o b e r 2 0 t h @ 6 : 0 0 p . m.
University Hall Room 131
Presented by Phi Alpha Delta
{Event is op en to all Armstrong students?

For more information contact
Mindi Mebane @ 912,713.4882

Come join the first St Philip A.M.E. Church

AASU Day
Sunday, October 16, 2005
613 Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd.
11 a.m. - Service followed
by the College Fair

On behalf of Armstrong Atlantic State University,
President Thomas 2. Jones will bring greetings.
The pastor of this historic church it
John Foster, B.S., M.S., M.Div., Ph.D.

AASU 2005 Volleyball Schedule

For more information, contact
Lottie Scott at 921.2394 or

stotttot^viiaii.aruistrang.edu.

Oct. 17 at Tampa - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 21 at Francis Marion - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 22 at UNC Pembroke - 3:00 p.m.
Oct. 25 at Florida Southern - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 28 at Augusta State - 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 29 at USC Aiken - 2:00 p.m.
Nov. 4 vs. USC Upstate - 6:00 p.m.
Nov. 5 vs. Lander - 4:00 p.m.

AASU
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Arts and Entertainment

The Next
Generation
Revolution

Oakley Julian
Staff Writer

"A History of
Violence"
Starring: Viggo
Mortensen
Director: David
Cronenberg
Rated: R

Teresa Lynch
Advertising Editor

In the not-to-distant past, gam
ing giant Nintendo made the claim
that they would fundamentally
revolutionize the way video games
would be played.
They went on to describe the
innovation would alter their Next
Generation console's input device
(controller).
Ever since that moment, the me
dia has been abuzz with all sorts of
speculation guessing what the big
N would do. Most people hypoth
esized that Nintendo would some
how implement the same touch
screen technology seen on their
popular handheld DS.
Because Nintendo is known
for its secrecy, only cryptic clues
surround new releases from the
company before launch. For the
Next Generation controller, this
anticipation from critics and fans
led to high amounts of speculation
regarding the newest innovation.
Finally unveiled, Nintendo has
produced an input device unfore
seen by nearly everyone in the
gaming industry.
They have created a device that
looks similar to a standard televi
sion remote controller.
The controller itself comes in
several colors to match the up
coming Next Generation Nintendo
console the Revolution, with the
default color being white. The de
sign is very clean and Macintosh
inspired.
The most revolutionary aspect
of t he controller is its ability to
sense movement in full three di
mensions.
For example, suppose you were
playing the classic NES game, ;
"Duck Hunt." To shoot the ducks j
you would simply aim at them on |
the television screen with the con- j
troller and press a button. How
ever, the controller does not limit !
itself to shooting games.
Because it can sense its precise |
position in space, it is able to in- |
terpret many movements such as j
distance from the television, rota- j
tion of the controller and tilt.
The device will be able to inter- j
pret movements such as swinging |
(think of being a batter in a base- j
ball video game), jabbing (a hero, j
possibly of time, running a sword
through an enemy) and any other j
movement necessary to complete
game play,

At the Movies

Director David
Cronenberg, who is most com
monly known for eroticizing car
crashes in 1996's "Crash," gives
us a meaty drama that uses the
simplistic perceptions of small
town life as camouflage.
After a brief run-in with some
not-so-nice men, Tom Stall's
(Viggo Mortensen) social stature
elevates overnight from humble
restaurant owner to local hero.
This new attention brings in
some mobsters from Philly who
claim that Tom Stall is not who
he says he is.
"A History of Violence" suc
ceeds in weaving an emotionally
complex tale that gives us a taste
of everything on the spectrum.
It's gritty, sexual, smart and even
at times, funny. And where most
Hollywood movies would shy

away from certain footage, Cronen
berg goes for realism and shows us
the blood and the sex; he does not
censor or cushion the by-products
of life.
Despite the enthralling quality of
this film, it does, at times, progress
slowly. But it would be a'mistake
to think this was nothing less than
intentional. Cronenberg gives us the
cinematic version of built up sexual
frustration—he gives us just enough
to keep us interested and wanting
more.

Oldie But Goodie
"Star Trek II: The
Wrath of Kahn"
Starring: William
Shatner, Leonard
Nimoy, and Ricardo
Montalban
Director: Nicholas
Meyer
Rated: PG
Released: 1982
Whether you are a die-hard Trekkie or a "Star Trek" newbie, this is
one of the finest achievements of the
"Star Trek" franchise and shouldn't
be missed.

Although it is an extension of
one of the episodes of the classic TV
series ("Space Seed"), you won't be
lost if you've never seen it or even
its big screen prequel, "Star Trek:
The Motion Picture."
The familiar cast and crew of
the starship Enterprise reunite as
many of them have taken on new
responsibilities: Spock (Nimoy)
has become the new captain of
the Enterprise while Kirk (Shat
ner) has taken a "desk" job as a
newly appointed Admiral. While
on- board observing training ex
ercises, Kirk falls back into his old
job as they answer a faux-distress
signal engineered by Khan, an old
adversary of Kirk's who is looking
for vengeance.
To the non-"Star Trek"-enthusiast, "The Wrath of Khan" can be
easily discarded as just another se
quel, but it is really an all-around
fun movie. You'll get goose bumps
during the intense battle sequences,
and laugh at each character's idio
syncrasies. But underneath the
"Star Trek" exterior, it's really a
story about revenge, family, duty
and sacrifice.
Just remember the old Klingon
proverb, "Revenge is a dish best
served cold."

The Marshall
Tucker Band on
the River
Cecil Daniel
Staff Writer

The Marshall Tucker Band, a
southern rock group from South
Carolina! played to an enthusiastic
crowd on River Street during the
Oktoberfest celebration.
The band kicked off their perfor
mance at 9 p.m. on Fri, Sept. 30 and
continued until midnight.
The concert, sponsored by 95.5
(I-95) and the Savannah Waterfront
Association was free to the public.
The stage was directly across from
Spanky's on River Street. People
filled the area in front of the stage, as
well as adjacent River Street benches
and balconies overhead.
Fans of the Marshall Tucker Band
danced and sang along to classic
hits like "Can't You See" and "Fire
on the Mountain." The crowd was
a mixture of different age groups.
People who had grown up listening
to The Marshall Tucker Band en
joyed the concert alongside many
who were not even born when the
band started out. At one point in the
concert the lead singer, Doug Gray
sarcastically said, "and they said the
Marshall Tucker Band couldn't draw
in that younger crowd."
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Arts and Entertainment

Ballet with a Bite
Antonio Burks
Staff Writer

Ballet is no longer a stuffy art
form.
William Starett's ballet version of
"Dracula" is all about getting away
from stereotypes and making ballet
once more a mainstream interest.
Ballet, once considered an en
tertainment for the refined, is now
something more due to multimedia
and a culture of instant gratifica
tion.
When asked about the "Dracula"
Ballet, Starrett said, "Hot guys and
sexy girls. That is what people will
get when they come to the ballet.
The show is not just eye candy
though it is a intricate story that
we promise will keep the audience Count Dracula and his Undead and Maidens in Columbia City Ballet's Dracula:
riveted to their seat." The Savan Ballet with a Bite.
nah Ballet is trying to keep the audi
ences entertained.
the audience in the action even watch; theater though is something
Executive Director Amy Barn- more. Instead of the customary different because theater allows the
hill and Artistic Director William play where the audience only sits viewer to participate in the unfold
Starrett are going all out to gain and watches the story unfold in ing of events.
When asked what he thought
audiences in today's tough market front of them, the entire theater
about
this year's performance, Star
of blockbusters and special effects. becomes Dracula's Castle. StarMs. Barnhill and Starrett have ret also uses dramatic changes of rett said, "We are pulling Dracula
made "Dracula" a labor of love by music to describe a scene. Instead out of the coffin for another series
making it their Halloween tradition of constant classical music, the of performances ... it is inspiring to
and performing it in Savannah for soundtrack features industrial, me how excited the dancers and the
the last 12 years. The play does trance and rhythmic club tracks to community get about this produc
tion."
not seem to age; instead, each year enhance the scenes.
Amy Barnhill would like to see
it changes with the times and be
Complete immersion that is what
more
college students become in
comes even better.
Starrett calls theater. To Starrett,
Starrett added to the produc a movie is something you go to and terested in ballet. Barnhill thinks
tion surround sound to immerse

The Youth and Beauty Brigade: On
Robot Invasions in Post-1994 World
Kevin Daiss
Columnist

My favorite year ever is
probably 1994The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air
was the single best sitcom on televi
sion; Weezer didn't completely suck
yet, and flannel was still considered
appropriate attire for basically ev
ery occasion. 1994 was indeed a
momentous year.
My puppy also happened
to be born then. She is a very cute
puppy, even though I'm pretty sure
she is profoundly doggy retarded.
Some crazy ice-skating girl attacked
Nancy Kerrigan. But what really set
1994 apart was the fact that a robot
invasion seemed entirely plausible.
At this time, nerds 'round
the world were predicting the end
of the world based on their own
nerdy nerdlike nerdities. The Y2K
bug hadn't been invented yet be
cause, well, the only people that
were smart enough to accidentally
build it into the operating systems
of most computers were still unsuc
cessful enough to be living in their
parents' basements, surviving off of
giant packs of shrimp-flavored ramen noodles and Diet Dr. Pepper.
But still, the end of the world
was really starting to come into fo

cus. The media latched onto the
concept of the world ending (far
before things like "Christianity"
and "Philosophy" and "Common
F***ing Sense") and ran with it.
And thus, the idea of a robot rev
olution was born in the minds of
such great men like "Steven Spiel
berg" and "That guy that made all
the crappy Batman movies that
didn't star Michael Keaton."
So, it is now 2005, and it
has recently been brought to my
attention that the possibility of
robots taking over the world and
enslaving all of mankind (except
for like, the people who built the
robots—they'll be shot) is actually
pretty slim. This news upsets me
just a little because upon hearing
this news I also was informed
that Will Smith and Bruce Wil
lis both broke down in tears and
proclaimed their (mostly fictional)
work meaningless.
1994 will never be the
same in 2005, no matter how
much I want to relive it and see
some really badass robots and/or
super-intelligent apes throw down
the aces in their sleeves (or shiny
metallic arms or wherever robots
keep trick cards) and take over
humanity.

that TV, movies and DVDs ha ve
made a jaded world where CGIs are
the mainstream, and performance
theater is a novelty. Another
problem that Barnhill has noticed
is ticket pricing. A ticket to a com
mon theater production may run
anywhere from $25 to $100 to go
to just one performance. Because
of the high prices, Barnhill is offer
ing AASU students a special group
rate. For all students that sign up
to go, she is offering tickets at $10
off. That means that we as AASU
students will be able to go to the
ballet for only $18.
The Savannah Ballet is offering
AASU student over 33% off the nor
mal ticket price. What do students
have to do? Not much at all, just
email Roguegothics@aol.com or
call 9i2-7i3-i470by Oct. 18 to or
der a ticket, and on the performance
date pick up the ticket and pay for
it then.
The Savannah Ballet is present
ing "Dracula: Ballet with a Bite" on
Oct. 22, just in time for Hallow
een. Therefore, for those of you
that want to do something unique
for Halloween and perhaps see the
most interesting, hottest perfor
mances of this year, then the ballet
is for you.
For more in formation on the Drac
ula Ballet and other performances
visit www.balletsavannah.com.

"Dark Water" Floods AASU
Velissa Robinson
Staff Writer

The outdoor mov
ie event sponsored
buy CUB on Thu,
Oct. 6 became an
indoor movie due to
Savannah's recent
rainy weather.
The movie was
"Dark Water" star
ring Jennifer Con
nelly. CUB moved
the event to Uni
versity Hall 206.
AASU's Campus
Union Board, (CUB)
gave out Celebrate
AASU T-shirts.
"Dark Water" has a
very cold and rainy
feel to it. "Dark Water" is about
Dahlia Williams (Connelly), who
is starting a new life. She is newly
separated and has a new job and a
new apartment. She's determined
to put her relationship with her
estranged husband behind her and
devote herself to raising her daugh
ter, Ceci. But when the strained
separation disintegrates into a
bitter custody battle, her situation

takes a turn for the worse. Her new
apartment is ridicously run down.
Mysterious noises
and- persistent
leaks of dark wa
ter make her feel
and look crazy. As
Dahlia frantically
searches for the
links between the
dark water and
her daughter's new
imaginary friend,
she moves closer
to losing custody
of her daughter.
"This is just an
other "Ring 2," sev
eral students said
on their way o ut.
One student even
went far enough
to say that the movie was boringthought the movie was a little slow
and did have a very similar plot 0
the "Ring 2" movie. However, 1
can't front because I did jumpthree
times. I was in good company too,
because half of the people claim
ing the movie was boring, wer
screaming and jumping al°ag W1
me. Don't front, I heard ya lb

Arts and Entertainment
LIVE MUSIC
SERIES "
at

Armstrong Atlantic State University
OCTOBER 16
AASU Chamber Singers
St. Paul's Evangelical
Lutheran Church • 4 p.m.

OCTOBER 17
Opus Cuatro
Argentinian vocal
and guitar group
sensation
AASU Fine Arts
Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
Presented by the AASU Office of International Education,
HOLA, and the Department of Art, Music & Theatre

General admission: ONLY $5
For ticketing info, call 927.5381, II a.m. to 3 p.m., weekdays

For TICKETS BY M AIL, send SASE, check made to AASU, and a
note indicating performance choice and number of tickets to:
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LIVE MUSIC SERIES
Department of Art, Music & Theatre
Armstrong Atlantic State University
11935 A bercorn Street
Savannah, Georgia 31419-1997

Funded in part by the
AASU Student Government Association

REDD EVE ENTERTAINMENT
&
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"A Dime Will got ya S25«!"
Spades Toilin anient
Armstrung Atlantic State Liiiversity's

Savannah's Cultural Center on the Southside

Student Center
Each teum member must pay their SIO onli vfr?
Hi cam pi-It:
Single rlimiriulmri during quitrloiTinjiIs
Prizes
Ist Prize S250.00 & Trophy
2nd Prize $200,011 & Trophy
3rd Prize S 150.00

Trophy

Music, and food piwided to participants
Friday, October 21st starts tournament
*v'quarterfinais % 5:00 p.m. for sign-in

and 6:30 p.m. Tournaments starts
Saturday, (hrlnlx-i 22nd 'd 11ami starts
semi-finals round and final round starts
i in ediately
m
uTtcrwurils
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Student Labor or
Slaves of the System?
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Karen Harrell

People question why we don't just
work off campus. One reason
is scheduling; I work on campus
Student workers do not get paid because my class schedule is such
enough.
that no one off campus will hire me
In actuality, few people in general unless I work third shift, a shift that
are paid what they are worth, but doesn't reallylend well to homework.
as a student worker, I am in a mas Other student workers are interna
sive bind.
The wage cap is set quite low, tional students who cannot work
off campus due to the limitations of
and both of the campus jobs I hold their visas. Others work on campus
require a degree of pre-training
because of l imited transportation.
skill. As a Copy Editor, I have to Whatever the reason, we are a pool
understand the basics of grammar, of captive workers who cannot buck
at the very least (though I'm not
perfect). As a tutor at the Writing the system. I agree that a lowpaying
Center, before I was even hired I job is better than no job at all.
I have suggestions to alleviate the
had to show proficiency in writing
misery
of wo rking on campus. For
as well as hold a relatively decent
one,
let
work more than 19 hours
GPA. However, the University does a week. us
We don't necessarily want
not recognize that additional skills
required forstudent workers would benefits; we just want to pay our
translate to higher wages inthe real bills, to be able to afford the gas to
world. The same problem exists for get to campus and to eat something
other than Ramen noodles. Set the
tutors in the Math Lab.
We are the luckyones because we wage caps higher and give usregular
at least get to make slightly more raises, much as jobs similar to ours
than minimum wage. Student off campus do. If a student worker
remains in a position for more than
workers who come under the ju three
semesters, he or she no lon
risdiction of Work Study programs
ger
receives
raises, if he or she did
are paid minimum wage, get little
to
begin
with.
Basically, give us some
to no raises and are kicked out of
incentives
to
stick around so as em
the program if they make too much
ployers
you
don't
have to constantly
money. These workers also have to
train
new
workers
because of hi gh
hold some modicum of additional
turnover. We want to be here; help
skills.
us want to stay here.

Copy Editor
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WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN
AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Apply WnLiy Hw I he
'JfKhft k4*Icm linn!
Applications due
Monday, October 171h.

UUnlMd If"'
Student Activities
Office at 927,530© for
an application and
more information.

The Inkwell
Edito
Tarn Gergacs
Copy F.ditoi'
Karen H arrell
A & E Editor

Amy Covington
Teresa Lynch

Submission Deadline;

News Editor

Oct. 26, 2005 from 10:00am-4:00pm
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The contest is open to students who have
participated in a study abroad experience.
For additional information please contact
the Office of International Education at
921.5671
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Sports: Chad Jackson
A&E: Mario Incorvaia
Student Activities
•The Inkwell is published and distributed weekly each se
mester. Copies are available in distribution boxes throughout
campus.
•The Inkwell reserves the right to edit any submissions for
length or content.
•The opinions expressed by the students of AASU may not
be the opinions of the staff of The Inkwell or the adminis
tration of AASU.
•The Inkwell welcomes letters and comments from readers
provided that they are clearly written or typed. All submis
sions must be signed with a telephone number and S SN
included for verification purposes. Names will be withheld
upon request,
•The Inkwell welcomes public service announcements,
press releases, etc. Such information may be published free
of charge at the discretion of the editorial staff.
• Photographsare not guaranteed tube returned after publication.
The Inkwell will attempt to return photographs, but piea>e
make copies before submission.

EXPRESS YOUR OPINION WITH A LETTER TO THE EDITOR!
E-mail the Inkwell editor at
Inkwell@mail.armstrong.edu.

Opinions

Applications will
be accepted
through Friday,
October 21st and
can be attained at
the office of
Student Activities,
MCC 201, and
online at http:
//www.sa.
armstrong.
edu/activities/

Both the Student
Government
Association (SGA)
and the Campus
Union Board
(CUB)
currently have
positions open. If
you are looking for
ways to accelerate
your college career,
then submit an
application!

Classifieds
Original Unique Gifts As Low as 99 cents! Fantasy/Sci-Fi
and Ninja Art Posters, Art Wear: Rapper Hats, Sports Pillows,
Bracelets, Purses, www.Harrington-Artwerkes.com
Learn to play drums from experienced percussionist! Call
Teresa at 912.429.5523 for more information.
Money for College The Army is currently offering sizeable
bonuses of up to $20,000. In addition to the cash bonuses,
you may qualify for up to $70,000 for college through the
Montgomery G1 Bill and Army College Fund. Or you could
pay back up to $65,000 of qualifying student loans through
the Army's Loan Repayment Program. To find out more,
call 912-920-2571.
Please help our son! Trevin is a bright, energetic 3 year old
boy who has been lost to autism spectrum disorder. We are
seeking students to work with him on a therapy program in
hopes of bringing him back. Several people are needed 2-3
hours a day, 2 days per week. A training seminar will be
given and! all details of the program will be eimlained to the
team. NO PRIOR EXPERIENCE IS NEEDED! You will be
compensated for your time (and mileage we live on Hilton
Head) Special Education and Psychology majors may find
this experience useful for field experience, but anyone who
loves children is encouraged to apply. Please call Michelle at
843-689-2229 or e-mail ChillyC@aol.com' if interested.
Foodservice input "Do you have something to say about the
foodservice? Then contact Calum Crampton or Katie Smith
to be a part of the Food Service Commission. Call 713-2609
or email ccl852@stndents.armstrong.edu. Your input will
help to make the campus better."
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Brain Matter Connected
to Pathological Lying
Megan Leggett

Columnist

It is difficult for those who are
not pathological liars to under
stand how others are able to lie so
much.
A single lie is not hard to tell, but
one must be able to think on his
or her feet in order to lie consis
tently.
How do pathological liars perform
their craft so well? According to a
recent study, the cause is structural
abnormalities in the brain. The
study shows that pathological liars
tend to have alarger amount of sub
stantia alba (white matter) in their
prefrontal cortex than substantia
grisea (grey matter); the opposite
is true for other individuals.
This difference in brain matter
affects a person's ability to lie well
because white matter is composed
of axonal nerve fibers that have
myelin sheaths, and grey matter
contains nerve cell bodies. Conse

quently, white matter is responsible
for quick thinking and information
transmission, while gray matter
controls information processing.
The study initially appears to
make sense, but I have one qualm
about it. In order for white mat
ter to have a great effect on lying,
lies must be complex—they must
require a person to be able to sort
through a fair amount of detailed
information in a short amount of
time and then relay it to another
person or a group of people. How
ever, complexity is not a charac
teristic of all lies. At times, it is
most certainly easier to lie than to
tell the truth, but as I spent time
thinking about my doubt regard
ing the amount of white matter
in the brains of p athological liars,
I realized that the number of li es
that those people tell almost guar
antees that many of their lies willbe
complex. That explains pathologi
cal liars' tendency to have a greater
quantity of white matter than most

Entertainment for the Impoverished
Erin Christian

Columnist

their debut full-length album in
time for their twelfth yearin the rock
business. They tracked and mixed
their album, "The 'High Imped
ance' Majesty of S uperhorse" here
in Savannah.
The band is known for infrequent
live appearances and have inten
tionally avoided publicity and pro
motion. The band lineup consists
of four lead guitars, bass, drums
and vintage
keyboards

An unique event is occurring Oct.
14-16.
Primary Art Supply willsponsor a
photography exhibition in the empty
commercial space located at 322
West Broughton St. on the corner
of Montgomery and Broughton.
This showcase will have the bonus
of a free rock
concert on Sat,
which
Oct. 15, and all
produce,
three days the
$ as Gordon
exhibition will
s stated on
include art and
43
Ch t h e i r
merchandise
S
*8
made for sale
o website,
a "blud
by Primary Art
8 geoning
Supply's staff.
wall of
The photog
33 sound."
raphy consists
3 However,
of new photos
their fans
by the award&
winning pho- : ft*
I I fV UHORSli J8C3 are not
o simply
tographer Jenlovers of
nylyn Pawelbludgeoning,
ski in a series titled "Someone You
Might Know," and the opening will for the band is also acclaimed for
be held from 6-10 p.m. on Fri, Oct. their memorable and melodious
14, yet the space will be open to the tunes that break through said wall
public from 12-6 p.m. on all three of sound. They've also toured with
days. On Sat. Oct. 15 at 9 p.m., the Velvet Underground and Rock &
event will feature a free concert by Roll Hall of Fame member Maureen
"Moe" Tucker, and they plan to in
the local band, Superhorse.
Referred to as a "garage rock termittently tour the East Coast and
fraternity" by Gordon Cole on their Europe in support of "High Imped
website realcoolrockingtime.info, ance."
Superhorse has recently released
*0
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THE INKWELL
TOY DRIVE
The Inkwell is collecting toys to be distributed to children who have been inpactcd
by the devastation of Hurricane Katrina. Toys for children of all ages will be
accepted. Please no toys that promote violence. New toys preferred.
DROP-OFF LOCATIONS: Inkwell Office, MCC Room 202

